This Guide is intended for the use of students who plan on transferring from Jefferson College (JeffCo) with a completed Associate of Applied Science in Nursing to the University of Missouri – St. Louis (UMSL) to pursue the Bachelor of Science in Nursing: RN to BSN Completion program.

The UMSL RN to BSN Completion Program is designed to be a flexible option, completed in five consecutive terms after transfer. Courses can be taken online or on the UMSL campus one evening per week. For more information on this program, please visit the UMSL College of Nursing’s [website](#). Also, it is highly recommended that prospective Nursing students meet with the UMSL College of Nursing as early as possible to make sure that they have all information relevant to their degree progress. The UMSL College of Nursing can be reached at (314) 516-6066 to schedule an information session.

The following are the requirements of the JeffCo Associate of Applied Science in Nursing degree program as they are recommended for students intending to continue on into UMSL’s Bachelor of Science in Nursing: RN to BSN Completion program. Completing these requirements as they are recommended here will maximize the transferability of a student’s coursework toward their UMSL Bachelors degree.

JeffCo’s Bi-Level Nursing Program is designed to transition students through its first Level of a Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN), in the second Level towards graduation with their Associates and eligibility for licensure as a Registered Nursing (RN). This program can be pursued during the day, over 2 years, or in the evening, over 3 years. Further details of this Associates degree program, as well as comprehensive schedules of coursework, may be found on JeffCo’s [website](#).

This guide is intended for use under advisement of a JeffCo Academic Advisor or UMSL Transfer Representative and is not considered to be substitution of such advisement.

**I. LEVEL 1: PN**

Unless otherwise specified, all courses must be completed with a B grade or higher.

### Pre-Requisites 8 Hours

- [ ] BIO 211 Anatomy and Physiology I (4) - Completed within 5 years prior to PN
- [ ] COL 100 Freshman Seminar (1) - Satisfactory completion
- [ ] PSY 101 General Psychology (3) - C grade or higher
- [ ] Students must maintain a cumulative GPA of 2.5 or higher to remain in the PN portion of the program.
- [ ] Students must maintain a cumulative 85% of higher in all PNE courses to remain in the PN portion of the program.

### PN Coursework 48.5 Hours

- [ ] BIO 212 Anatomy and Physiology II (4) - C grade or higher and completed within 5 years prior to RN
- [ ] PSY 205 Human Development (3) - C grade or higher
- [ ] PNE 141 Fundamentals of Nursing (6)
- [ ] PNE 142 Fundamentals of Nursing Clinical (1) - Satisfactory completion
- [ ] PNE 144 Introduction to Nursing Pharmacology (3)
- [ ] PNE 145 Personal Vocational Concepts (1)
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☐ PNE 148 Mental Health (2)
☐ PNE 163 Pharmacology I (3)
☐ PNE 164 Pharmacology II (3)
☐ PNE 171 Medical-Surgical Nursing I (5)
☐ PNE 172 Medical-Surgical Nursing II (5)
☐ PNE 174 Maternal and Child Nursing (4)
☐ PNE 181 Medical-Surgical Nursing I Clinical (2) - Satisfactory completion
☐ PNE 182 Medical-Surgical Nursing II Clinical (2) - Satisfactory completion
☐ PNE 195 Capstone Practical Nursing (3)
☐ Students must maintain a cumulative GPA of 2.5 or higher to remain in the PN portion of the program.

II. LEVEL 2: RN
Bridge Requirements
☐ Missouri Licensure as a Practical Nurse with I.V. Certification
☐ Cumulative GPA of 2.5 or higher
☐ 850 or higher on the HERI PN Mobility Exam

General Education 16 Hours
All courses must be completed with a C grade or higher.
☐ BIO 113 Microbiology for the Health Sciences (4)
☐ CIS 125 Computer Concepts and Applications (3)
☐ COM 100 Fundamentals of Communication (3)
☐ ENG 101 College Composition I (3)
☐ Complete 1 of the following courses:
  HST 103 U.S. History I to Reconstruction (3)
  HST 104 U.S. History II from Reconstruction (3)
  PSC 102 U.S. and Missouri Governments and Constitutions (3)

RN Courses 28 Hours
All courses must be completed with a B grade or higher.
☐ RNR 210 Nursing Transitions and Trends (3)
☐ RNR 220 Pediatric and High Risk Obstetrical Nursing (4)
☐ RNR 225 Psychiatric Nursing (4)
☐ RNR 230 Medical-Surgical Nursing IV (5)
☐ RNR 250 Medical-Surgical Nursing V (8)
☐ RNR 260 Nursing Capstone (4)

III. ELECTIVES
The following JeffCo courses fulfill additional requirements of the UMSL RN to BSN Completion program. Though they are not required by the JeffCo Associate of Applied Science in Nursing, they can be completed at JeffCo during the Associates if the student has available space in their schedule. These requirements will otherwise be fulfilled at UMSL after transferring:
☐ CHM 101 Introductory Chemistry (5)
☐ Complete 1 of the following Mathematics courses:
  MTH 130 Structure of the Real Number System (3)
  MTH 131 Survey of College Mathematics (3)
  MTH 133 Trigonometry (3)
  MTH 134 College Algebra (3)
  MTH 141 Precalculus (5)
☐ Complete 3 of the following Humanities courses selected from at least 2 different areas of study:
  Any ART Courses (Exceptions: Not ART 127 or 243)
  Any ENG Courses numbered 104 and Above (Exceptions: Not ENG 110, 111, 143, 210 or 211)
-- List Continues on the Next Page --
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Humanities Courses Cont.

- Any HUM Courses
- Any HST Courses
- Any MSA Courses numbered 171 and Above
- Any MSC Courses (Exceptions: Not MSC 105)
- Any PHL Courses
- Any THT Courses
- CRJ 140 Ethics in Criminal Justice (3)
- SPN 253 Spanish Reading (3)
- FRN 253 French Reading (3)

☐ Complete 1 of the following Social Science courses in addition to those already completed above:

- Any CRJ Course (Exceptions: Not CRJ 150, 212, 215, 220, and 222)
- Any ECO Course
- Any GEO Course
- Any PSC Course (Exceptions: Not PSC 290)
- Any PSY Course (Exceptions: Not PSY 120)
- Any SOC Course
- Any SWK Course
- BUS 101 Introduction to Business (3)
- COM 110 Public Speaking (3)
- COM 130 Intro. to Mass Media Communications (3)
- COM 150 Introduction to Television Production(3)
- COM 250 Television Production II (3)

IV. UMSL BSN ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

The following must be satisfied to be eligible for admission into the UMSL RN to BSN Completion program:

☐ Licensure as a Registered Nurse through passing the National Council Licensure Examination for Registered Nurses (NCLEX). Students may be provisionally admitted to the first semester pending NCLEX results.

☐ Cumulative transfer GPA of 2.5 or higher

☐ Completion of 30 college-level credit hours

!!! Spaces in the Program are awarded to qualified applicants on a first-to-enroll basis. There is no application deadline; however, spaces are limited for each admit term.

For any questions regarding this guide please contact Sue Bateman at batemans@umsl.edu.